
 

Lecture 24

Last fine day In

Logarithmic Differentiation

if we want to differentiate
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we could use product chain metal
quotient rule

On the other hand

we can take of these log laws
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1 Take Lu of both sides
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2 Use log laws to expand the Eger
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3 Differentiate both sides Cimplicitly

Apply It to both sides
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Related Rates Ch 4.1

Blowing up
balloon putting in

2cm3 of air per second

an
2cm

2cm

As the balloon gets bigger
the rate at which the radius

changes gets smaller



Even though radius is getting

bigger

How to say this using the language
we've developed

Let rcf radius of balloon at
time C

As ret gets bigger
n'It gets smaller

We can use calculus to quantify
this

wket uCfS volume of balloon
at time t

Then patting in 2cm's of air second

means Volume is increasing by 2

every second
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How to use this to fend riff

Use relationship between volume
and radius
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Can use relationship between

v and r

to find relationship between

Vl and m

By differentiating
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Diff both slides Apply It
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t.ge tWhen radius is 6cm

how quickly is the radius

increasing
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